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Work Zone Cam Construction Camera Technology is Called to Document T-Mobile Arena
Time-Lapse Movie Showcases Construction for New Las Vegas Entertainment Venue

New York, April 12, 2016 – Located just west of the 
world famous Las Vegas strip, the newest venue in 
“The Entertainment Capital of the World” is ready 
to welcome the masses of excited spectators. After 
nearly two years of construction, T-Mobile Arena 
officially opened its doors on April 6th and Work 
Zone Cam is celebrating this milestone with the 
release of its new construction time-lapse movie.

MGM Resorts International relied on Work Zone 
Cam’s high-quality imagery and reliable service to 
document each stage of the construction process 
from May 2014 to April 2016. During those 23 
months, Work Zone Cam’s construction webcams 
captured more than 49,000 high-definition 
megapixel images from both interior and exterior 
perspectives. The entire project can be seen 
from groundbreaking to completion in less than 2 
minutes with this professional time-lapse movie. 

“Anticipation has been high since we first 
announced the new T-Mobile Arena and one of 
the most popular ways to include the public in this 
entire process was with views from our Work Zone 
Cam cameras,” said Ernesto Zita, Director of Operations, Production Services at MGM Resorts International. “Multiple Work Zone 
Cam construction webcams have documented the project for nearly two years and this time-lapse will be pivotal in showcasing the 
rising of our new arena for years to come.”

T-Mobile Arena is designed to provide the best in venue hospitality and operation. The multi-purpose facility can hold up to 20,000 
spectators and will host a variety of events including concerts, boxing, award shows, basketball and more. Sustainability was a 
main initiative during the arena’s development, as it is aimed to receive LEED Gold Certification from the U.S. Green Building 
Council.

Watch Work Zone Cam’s construction time-lapse movie of T-Mobile Arena in Las Vegas at www.youtube.com/workzonecam. 

ABOUT WORK ZONE CAM
Founded by webcam specialists, Work Zone Cam provides a professional, reliable and easy to use time-lapse camera solution. 
Backed by award-winning technology that is licensed from EarthCam – the industry leader, Work Zone Cam systems are 
wireless, all-weather digital SLR cameras that are ideal for documenting projects and producing HD quality time-lapse movies. 
With applications in the construction, retail, healthcare, education and design-build industries, the rugged construction camera is 
designed for extended outdoor use. 

Some of the projects documented by Work Zone Cam include: Orlando Citrus Bowl, Grace Farms, Chicago O’Hare Modernization 
Program, Edward Andrews Homes, Petersen Automotive Museum, Provo City Center Temple and The BIG Maze & The BEACH 
at the National Building Museum.

Learn more about the Work Zone Cam solution at www.workzonecam.com.
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